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The value of the commodity has so far gone beyond the traditional use value and 
the exchage value of the commodity in the modern consumser society. The symbolic 
value of the commodity has been fully shaped and it becomes symbol of the link 
between the the social and personal features of the consumers which delivers the 
information of the consumers.Hence, symbolic consuming gets on the main stage of 
the modern consumer society.Multinational companies,commercial firms and public 
media have performed the making, delivering and strengthening of the symbolic 
system in consumer market during their sales promotion.Endless hints and 
imaginations have been applied by television advertising which takes symbols instead 
of function instructions and builds a colorful and rich world, meant to deeply impress 
the consumers,to influence and even to control consumer behaviour. 
On above, this essay views the symbolic phenomenon of TV advertisi ng from 
the consumer culture. Moreover, it takes the example of Nike,studying the symbolic 
process of commodity, the symbolic consuming and the consumer behaviour in the 
constant way,researching how the audience interpretates TV advertising and how the 
TV advertising influences their consuming behaviour through interview. 
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第一章  绪论 
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2、通过一系列 NIKE 电视广告，分析在广告文本中，NIKE 如何运用广告符
号塑造商品形象。 
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